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INTRODUCTION

In a stage of biological research such as today's,

characterized by the extreme specialization of each

scientist, in turn due to the need of obtaining ever

new information about Life, the quantity of new

reports available daily, even within a relatively

"restricted" area such as protozoology is so large

and evergrowing, that most of us cannot study and

master much of the recent knowledge, even in the

field of their own specific interest. It is our opinion

that every day it becomes more and more practi-

cally urgent and culturally necessary for all of us to

make all possible attempts to reconsider each of

our results in a double perspective, if we want to

avoid the danger of creating isolated, limitedly

useful pieces of Science. On one hand, we must

place them correctly in the wider context of Na-

ture, but try to interpret them in the general light

of evolutionary biology on the other. This is the

rational of the present review article, in which the

whole story of the giants of Oxytricha bifaria will

be described overall and then discussed (and the

relative implications examined) in its double-faced

valence, namely both as an example of cell dif-

ferentiation and of reversible carnivorism.

The idea of a review article about nature and

biology of the giants of Oxytricha bifaria (Ciliata,

Hypotrichida) arose when the overall picture of

the process became sufficiently exhaustive and

selfstanding as a consequence of a complex round
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of experiments recently carried out [59, 60, 65, 66,

69, 71]: it now lends itself to be rationalized in

terms of a general model which, in turn, can be

used fruitfully to penetrate further into the general

adaptive strategies which shaped the history of life.

Protozoa are as unique and peculiar as they are

precious, for approaching many of the most fun-

damental problems of biology with ever new inves-

tigation tools and a fresh mind. What makes them

unique among the other organisms is their double

sided nature: each single protozoon is indeed a

perfect eukaryotic cell ("a physiological unit") and

a complete organism ("a selective unit") at the

same time. This character of theirs enables us to

pass from the cellular to the organismic-adaptive

level directly, without approximations. Protozoa,

moreover, were the first eukaryotes to appear in

the primeval Ocean: they are very ancient organ-

isms, 2.2 billion years old [47]. This trait of

Protozoa is a highly relevant one, once we consider

that they reached first, the eukaryotic organiza-

tion, exploiting then all its potentialities and realiz-

ing the widest range of variations on the theme

"eukaryotic cell", adapting their morphology and

physiology to match very different environmental

challenges. Wecould say that Protozoa reach the

highest peaks of complexity at the cellular level, in

much the same way as metazoa do at that of the

organismic level [3]. This consideration, then,

should urge us to make a sort of "Copernican

revolution" in Biology, leading us to recognize

their primigenial nature and to use them more

correctly than to date. From this point of view,
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indeed, it was Protozoa which first found the

correct solutions of most general adaptive prob-

lems (regulation of differentiative processes, ex-

change of information through cellular interac-

tions, cell locomotion as behaviour capable of

reaching optimal conditions of environmental fac-

tors), so that we should learn to study and to

understand them according to the characters of

their own biology, instead of continuing to consid-

er them as just "simple metazoa" or even as sort of

"simple" free-living lymphocytes, neurons, etc.

This thought will prove to be quite a relevant one

in section III, when the cell differentiation aspects

of the process object of this article will be dis-

cussed.

In our opinion Protozoa are among the best

biological material for a wide interdisciplinary

investigation enabling us to collect information

which can be compared and integrated directly and

immediately. The clearest tendency illustrating

this theory of ours is the eco-ethological approach

recently proposed for protozoa by Ricci [57]: he

tends to link the study of their behaviour [54], with

that of their ecology [16] in an attempt to compre-

hend their general adaptive philosophy. The first

line of research has its roots in the studies of cell

locomotion [33, 34], but draws new strength and

perspectives when the electrophysiological studies

[40, 41] are brought in [56]. The second half of this

study, namely the ecological one was suggested by

Fenchel in his masterpiece [16], and it led to a new

understanding of the importance of the protozoa's

microbial loop in aquatic environments, of their

totally antiintuitive world [53, 62, 63, 64], of their

usefulness in monitoring the environmental condi-

tions [7, 17, 55].

This example shows how powerfully these rather

disregarded organisms can be investigated by

means of widely different technical approaches to

achieve very useful results in widely different fields

of Biology: what we would like to do in the present

paper is to describe the complete picture of the

morpho-functional steps leading a normal Oxy-

tricha bifaria to differentiate into a gigantic organ-

ism, to discuss then this story in the more general

context of "cell differentiation" problematics, on

one hand, and in that of the different secondary

consumer adaptive strategies, on the other.

I The giant of O. bifaria: a multi-step adaptation

The data henceforth described as a single body

of information, were published in six papers [59,

60, 65, 66, 69, 71] as the results of partial rounds of

experiments carried out from 1982 to 1990, in

which all the technical and methodological details

can be found concerning both the culturing of O.

bifaria and the various experimental approaches.

The steps in the story of the giant in O. bifaria will

be discussed in series, putting together all the

available information, each indicated by one of the

above numbers, to facilitate bibliographic con-

sultation.

O. bifaria is a freshwater hypotrich ciliate [8],

with a typical ellipsoidal body ( —110x60 /*m)

differentiated into a convex dorsal surface and into

a more or less planar ventral one, where all the

composed ciliary organelles are placed: they can

be distinguished into (a) somatic locomotory

organelles (namely the fronto-ventral, transverse

and marginal cirri) and (b) peristomial organelles

(namely the anterior-left Adoral Zone Mem-
branelles, AZM, and the mid-ventral Undulating

Membranelles (UM) (Fig. 1). The nuclear appar-

atus is formed by one macronucleus divided into

two pieces and by two micronuclei, each close to

either macronuclear envelope. O. bifaria lives in

freshwater canals, springs, creeks, rivers, ponds,

lakes, typically feeding on bacteria: its cell cycle

[12, 58] usually lasts about 7-8 hr at about 20°C.

As to its life cycle it is characterized by quite a long

immaturity period ( —180 binary fissions, Ricci &
Cetera, unpublished results), following a sexual

phenomenon (conjugation), by a maturity period

(which lasts no longer than 2-3 years, under

laboratory conditions, Ricci & Banchetti, unpub-

lished results) and by a rather short senescence,

(progressive loss of the mating competence) un-

failingly leading to the death of the clone. The

general description of O. bifaria' s biology cannot

be considered complete, without taking into

account the nature of its habitat; in the natural

environment where we find this species, indeed,

we measured very different conditions at different

times as to temperature (
—2°C to 36°C), to pH

(5.7-7.5) and dissolved oxygen (3.5 mg solved

oxygen/ml), not to speak of the water itself.
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Fig. 1. The normal Oxytricha bifaria, in dorsal (1) and ventral (3) views; the giant of the same species, in dorsal (2)

and ventral (4) views. AZM: Adoral Zone Membranelles; UM: Undulating Membranelles; MC: Marginal Cirri;

FVC: Fronto-Ventral Cirri; TC: Transverse Cirri; DB: dorsal bristles. The bar represents 50 //m.
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which, quite frequently in the summer, can dis-

appear completely (Ricci & Banchetti, unpub-

lished results). Wecould say that the environment

of O. bifaria (that of inland, often impermanent

waters) is characterized by the widest (and wildest)

variations of the physical, chemical and biological

parameters describing it: in agreement with such

an extreme environmental variability, the species

we have been studying since 1972, shows a similar-

ly extreme adaptability, being capable of changing

dramatically both its shape and its physiology as it

is required to withstand the challenges periodically

met in such an environment. Although more than

95% of its life span is spent in the normal morpho-

physiological state, three other states are possible

and actually found in our samples collected in

nature in different periods of the year (Fig. 2).

The conjugating pair is a peculiar morpho-

functional state formed by two oxytrichas united

side by side, which carry on their sexual processes,

Conjugating ra»r

Fig. 2. O. bifaria spends —95%of its lifetime as nor-

mal organisms, capable of differentiating conjugat-

ing pairs, cysts and giants, according to the internal/

external conditions of the system.

through a complex cascade reaction: (a) two-step

cell interactions leading to (b) cell membrane

fusion, (c) trigger of micronuclear meiosis, actual

(d) meiotic divisions of micronuclei, (e) exchange

of pronuclei ( = cross fertilization), (f) separation

of the partners [52]. Such a complex sexual

process mediates the rejuvenation of the popula-

tion: it can be adaptively interpreted as the

periodical solution (triggered by proper environ-

mental conditions) found by the species to the

problem of overcoming its main biological bot-

tleneck, namely the absolute need of producing

genetic recombinants and of fighting progressive

ageing.

Cysts represent the second possibility O. bifaria

evolved to match the challenges periodically met in

its widely changing environment: they represent a

sort of life-boat for the species when severe,

prolonged environmental stresses (drought in sum-

mer, for instance) affect natural populations. The

dramatic morpho-physiological changes a cell

undergoes to produce the sophisticated structure

that a cyst is, were studied mainly from ultras-

tructural [75], cytochemical [68] and adaptive s.l.

points of view [67].

On the basis of the above integrated results

concerning the nature and story of both pairs and

cysts, a thorough, specific giant formation was then

undertaken.

A Normal populations

This is the phase preceding the onset of any

specific induction of the phenomenon "giant-

formation".

O. bifaria is a species whose natural populations

can produce gigantic organisms: only 1-2% of the

strains collected in nature, however, show such a

capability. A certain strain, which proves to be

capable of differentiating giants, under proper

conditions, tends to maintain such a trait steadily

in time.

Many strains have been collected and stocked in

Lab cultures and each clone has its own giant

producing potentiality, which can be measured by

two parameters: (i) number of giants produced and

(ii) time lag before the appearance of the first

giant. According to these two traits, the clones we

used in the last 8 years can be ordered as it follows:
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C9>S9>S6, C9 being the strain producing the

largest number of giants in the shortest time. No

exhaustive theory has been proposed so far to

account for the nature of the character "giant

formation": no clear-cut genetic inheritance of this

trait has yet demonstrated, for any clone, isolated

and cultured in our Lab. Only very few cells can

produce giants ex-novo even in the richest popula-

tion of O. bifaria belonging to a giant-producing

strain: these few cells have such a capability only

for a relatively short time, being then substituted

by other individuals, in turn only temporarily

predisposed for such an adaptive task (Ricci and

Pelamatti, unpublished results). It has been

found, indeed, that although hundreds of giants

can be observed in the experimental populations,

by far the largest part of their number is produced

through binary fission of preexisting giants, while

only very few (2-3 per day) are differentiated

ex-novo from normal individuals, even in cultures

as dense as 1600 cells/ml. While the problem of

the nature of this labile predisposition to produce

giants seems today far from being accounted for,

both at clonal and at individual level, it might be

simpler to answer to the question "why can so few,

and so frequently changing oxytrichas differentiate

a giant?" In our opinion, a certain degree of loss of

fitness s.l. is to be expected for the "ready-to-

differentiate" organisms, while a clear advantage is

evident for the gigantic forms. If this is true, the

labile determination of only few oxytrichas to

differentiate giants might be considered as the best

solution to limit the reduction of fitness within the

population (due to the acquisition of such a poten-

tial state which only very rarely actually leads to

the advantageous giantic form) without missing the

adaptive convenience brought to the population by

the occurrence of such a differentiated gigantic

state. The temporal lability of the determination

to produce giants could have been acquired to

avoid the risks of a progressive reduction of gene-

tic variability in time, if only a few cells (and only

they) should be destined to become giants: all the

possible genomic combinations of a certain genetic

pool, indeed, have the same, although small, prob-

ability of undergoing the gigantic adventure.

This general hypothesis seems to us supported

and strengthened by the finding that, as the indi-

viduals of a certain population are periodically

determined to undergo gigantic differentiation,

there is no convenience for any population to have

a large number of organisms predisposed to cell

differentiation: the need of producing a large

population of giants, whenever a proper rich pabu-

lum should exist, is matched by the cell-binary-

fission-mechanism, a fairly convenient and fast

asexual reproductive process.

Terminological foreward: (i) the time lag be-

tween the onset of the conditions suitable for the

formation of giants and the actual formation of the

first giant has been denned "induction period" and

indicated "At FG"; (ii) the induction period is

formed by an "activation period", followed by the

successive "predation", namely the actual feeding

of activated cells on the potential preys: (iii) within

the activation, two successive periods have been

distinguished: the "Early- Activation Window" (
=

EAW, roughly corresponding to the first third of

At FG) and the "Late- Activation Window" (
=

LAW, occurring during the second third of the At

FG): the last third of the At FG corresponds to

predation. All these concepts are illustrated in

Fig. 3.

B The Early Activation Window {EAW)

Giants of O. bifaria form whenever favourable

conditions are created [1], namely whenever an

overcrowded population is obtained. Different

strains have different thresholds for the occurrence

of the phenomenon. "Threshold" can be defined

as the lowest cell density capable of producing a

First Giant in that strain within 12 hr from the

onset of the overcrowding conditions: as an exam-

ple #C9 had a threshold of 340 cells /ml, while

# S9 and # S6 had thresholds of 390 and 500 cells/

ml, respectively (Ricci & Cifarelli, unpublished

results).

Starvation, on the contrary, has been shown to

play only a minor, disturbing role in giant forma-

tion. A clearcut, statistically significant, positive

linear correlation has been found to occur between

the cell density of an overthreshold population and

the number of giants formed in time: only beyond

extreme values of cell densities (>40,000 cells/ml

for #C9) this tendency shows a clear reversal,

very likely due to the strong disturbance of the
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Favourable

conditions INDUCTION (-AtFG) FIRST
GIANT

ACTIVATION PREDATION

1/3 AtFG1/3 AtFG

EARLY
ACTIVATION

WINDOW

1/3 AtFG

LATE
ACTIVATION

WINDOW

Fig. 3. The temporal succession and the various relative correspondances of the phases of the process leading on O.

bifaria from its normal state to the production of the first giant.

locomotory behaviour of the potential giants, in

turn induced by the continuous, unavoidable cell-

against-cell bumps [66].

It has been found also that there is a clear,

significant, negative, linear correlation between

the number of cells/ml and the Induction Period

{At FG): optimizing the number of cells/ml, their

biological state and growing conditions, it has been

found that a minimum, non reducible, Ax FGexists

and that it lasts approximately 45 min [65]: thus,

we can say that the higher the cell density of the

overthreshold population, the shorter the induc-

tion period, the larger the total number of the

giants produced.

The biological phenomenon controlling the be-

ginning of the story of the differentiation of giants

in O. bifaria (and guiding its development later on)

is a really interesting contact-dependent cellular

interaction, demonstrated by using Con-A as a

specific inhibitor of the process [59]: no soluble

factor plays any role, as shown by the lack of the

slightest effects of both the Cell Free Fluid of

giant-producing populations and the perfusion

microchamber experiments, using top quality cul-

tures [59]. The adaptive reasons of this choice (the

choice of using short range signals to trigger the

differentiation of giants rather than long range

soluble factors, as happens for the conjugation of

the same O. bifaria, [52]) seems to us to reside in

the nature itself of the giants of O. bifaria, which

are true, opportunistic, all-devouring carnivores,

rather than cannibals: direct contact seems to us

more effective than soluble factors in informing a

potential giant about the number of the preys

living in the water volume surrounding it, namely

about the possible convenience of differentiating

into an actual giant.

Several things must be said to characterize the

kind of cell contacts required by this differentia-

tion. First of all they must occur between normally

behaving cells: neither frozen-thawed nor mildly

K2 Cr 207 fixed ciliates ever induce any kind of

activation [65]: according to these results we can

expect a mechanism very likely relying on a certain

activation energy which enables O. bifaria to dis-

tinguish living ( = food) from inert ( = no food)

objects and, therefore, to avoid senseless, quite

expensive differentiations of giants [65]. Thus, it

seems to us more appropriate to speak of active

contacts, or bumps, which must occur among

different cells, to trigger the process, rather than of

simple, cellular contacts. By the way, quite a

similar recognition mechanism seems to occur also

in the story of Litonotus, a specific, a very efficient

predator feeding on Euplotes (Ricci & Verni in

prep.).

A second trait characterizes the bumps activat-

ing induction: they are not species-specific bumps.

It has been demonstrated that many different

species of ciliated protozoa can bump fruitfully

against an oxytricha, activating it to differentiate

into a giant, provided that it has such a potential-

ity. In our experiments Paramecium aurelia per-

fectly succeeded in activating O. bifaria, the only

difference being that the threshold for giant forma-

tion induction was a little higher than with conspe-

cific individuals: —1,000 paramecia/ml are re-

quired to trigger the process, while only 340
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oxytrichas/ml are sufficient for the same effect

[59]. The adaptive meaning of the giant of O.

bifaria is clearly demonstrated by such a finding:

we cannot speak of cannibals [66] any more, while

we have to look at this heteromorphic state as a

true carnivorous gigantic form [59]. The basic

nature of the giant of O. bifaria is well described

by several elements characterizing the differentia-

tion: (a) the choice of direct interactions: (b) their

non species-specificity; (c) the prompt answer (At

FG —40') induced by favourable conditions. This

way of understanding the biological significance of

the giants of O. bifaria is of the highest relevance

to interpret the giant itself properly in the context

of this species' adaptive biology: not any more a

form by which the species escapes environmental

stress conditions feeding the few at the expenses of

the many conspecific organisms, but a form

through which it opportunistically shifts from its

normal diet (bacteria) to a new, temporarily richer

pabulum (other ciliates). In so doing, O. bifaria

changes its trophic niche, shifting from its normal

one (primary consumer) to a new one, that of a

secondary consumer. The general interpretation is

very likely to be found in the attempt of this

bacterivorous species to prolong opportunistically

its existence in a certain spatial spot growing at first

at the expenses of bacteria ("minimum", ever

present food), and later feeding on the ciliated

population supported by the bacteria themselves:

by producing the giants, O. bifaria reaches at least

four very convenient goals: (a) it reduces the

intraspecific competition for bacterial food; (b) it

reproduces at the expenses of different species; (c)

by predating the bacterivorous species it reduces

the interspecific competition for bacterial food; (d)

it survives in the first favourable micropatch for a

longer period, the peak of primary consumers

being reached later than that of bacteria [16].

One surprising thing must be added with regard

to the nature of the bumps triggering the giant

formation: they can occur even with organisms not

lending themselves as preys [65]! Blepharisma

japonicum (—300 /urn long) induces giants in O.

bifaria populations, whose cells are activated,

although having no possibility of predating those

large organisms! This kind of experiment is the

only one so far enabling us to separate the inducing

stimuli (cell-cell bumps) from the presence of

preys: this possibility is a truly important one for

further investigations about the nature of the

molecular aspects of this part of the story. The

finding that organisms not suitable as preys induce

the giant formation demonstrated that "activation"

truly exists as a biological step in the process

leading to giant formation. The occurrence of

these peculiar bumps in the first third of the At FG
is a prerequisite for the process to continue [60]:

thus, the objective existence of an Early Activa-

tion Window ( = namely a short period during

which, and only during which, something con-

ditioning the occurrence itself of the whole process

has to happen!) has been shown clearly by simple,

successive dilutions of experimental populations.

The conclusion to draw is therefore that, if proper

bumps occur at the right moment, they cannot but

trigger the physiological steps of the next phase,

the Late Activation Window [60].

Before concluding this chapter about the nature

of the phenomena leading to giant formation in O.

bifaria, the so called "Labile Memory Counter"

(LMC) working hypothesis [65] must be briefly

described and discussed: the LMCis supposed to

be a cellular device somehow capable of counting

the cell bumps activating the cortical keys, of

recording them for a while (labile memory) and of

adding the new contacts to the total: when the sum

reaches a certain threshold value (within a certain

period of time?) the initial processes of activation

period are triggered. Although nothing can be

proposed about the basic nature of the LMC, it

accounts for several of the observations so far

made about the giant differentiation story: the

different, strain specific "thresholds" for instance,

may be explained in terms of (a) different strain

specific number of cortical activating keys, (b)

different strain specific number of bumps neces-

sary for the activation, (c) different forgetting

velocities, (d) different key activation energy.

C The Late Activation Window (LAW)

The second half of the Activation (roughly cor-

responding to the second third of the induction

period) has been found to be characterized by the

occurrence of a specific protein synthesis triggered

by the LMCwhen the threshold is reached. While
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the use of Act-D had demonstrated the relevance

of the role played by some protein synthesis,

specific low dosage-short term pulses of cyclohex-

imide demonstrated the temporal occurrence of

that synthesis [60]. It was also found that higher

dosages of Chx induce longer At FG and smaller

number of giants formed: this seems to indicate

that the Chx action is a fairly specific one, inducing

just quantitative, absolutely physiological effects.

It will be of great interest to ascertain the nature of

the specific protein synthesized during the LAW,
also in attempting to understand the nature of its

action, which, in turn, very likely represents the

basic meaning of LAW.

D Predation

Both the EAWand the LAWproved to be

necessary, but not sufficient steps for the dif-

ferentiation of giants of O. bifaria: the actual

engulfment of several /many preys is necessary (as

shown by the induction by Blepharisma [65] to

make the potentialities triggered by the activation

real, namely to change the gross cell morphology,

thus producing the First Giant. Activated, mor-

phologically normal oxytrichas feed successfully on

casually encountered preys because of their pecul-

iar behaviour. Although specific ethological stu-

dies of the problem are not yet available (being in

progress in our Lab at the present moment):

however, we can say that in a creeping oxytricha

activation induces periodical, violent, forward

jerks, which enable it to engulf any suitable (=of

the right size) prey (Ricci & Riggio, unpublished

results). Although only very few things can be said

about this step in the induction of giants of O.

bifaria, a sort of working hypothesis can be prop-

osed, to orientate our future research: does activa-

tion affect the bioelectrical state of the temporarily

predisposed cells? What is the role played by the

specific protein(s) synthetized during the LAWin

this change of the electrical properties of the

membrane? Answers to these two guide-questions

will help us in further penetrating the nature of the

biological processes constituting that complex phe-

nomenon called induction period.

E The First Giant {FG)

The end of the induction period is represented

by the appearance of the First Giant, namely of

that organism easily and unfailingly distinguishable

from the other cells for its clearly altered morphol-

ogy: it must be noted that it is exactly the same as

that of the Steady State Giants that will appear

later on in the population. The most typical traits

of the FG are the strikingly irregular morphology,

which is due to the large number of preys engulfed

within roundish food vacuoles, together with dark-

er cytoplasm, larger dimensions of the body and of

macronuclear pieces as well. Only very recently

has it been possible to measure both micro- and

macronucleus DNAcontent. As far as these two

very important parameters are concerned the FG
definitely presents no significant difference at all

from normal cells. This finding cannot but suggest

that the first morphological alterations of the

giants are induced by the relatively extraordinary

diet, the true, nuclear regulation of the process

occurring only later.

We must recall here that only a very small

percentage (1-2%) of O. bifaria can differentiate

directly into FG, while most of the giants of a

population (>98%) are produced by transverse

binary fissions of preexisting giants [59]. An
important, still unsolved problem related to the

formation of the FG is represented by its widened

peristomial area, namely that lying between the

AZMand the UM(—30° in width vs the 15° in

normal organisms [66]): is it a feature of the

temporarily determined cells? Is it acquired during

activation? Is it the consequence of the many

successive predatory events?

F The binary fission of the FG

When the FG recovers from the phase of drama-

tic cellular changes undergone to begin its own

existence, a binary fission occurs, which gives rise

to the first generation of Steady State Giants

(SSG): during this division the macro- and micro-

nuclear DNAcontent increases heavily, reaching

the quantitative strain-specific values characteriz-

ing the SSG. The reason why this value for the

macronucleus is —3.7 times the normal value in

#C9[69], and of -1.9-2.1 times the normal value

in #S9 [6], is still to be ascertained, as well as the

origin of the extra-DNA itself: is it synthesized ex

novo, or does it come from a recycling of that of
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the preys?

As to the micronucleus, both #C9 and S9 SSG
show the same DNAcontent, about 1.9 times the

normal quantity. The reasons why in different

strains different increases of DNAcontent occur in

the macronuclei and not in the micronuclei are not

yet understood. The most relevant result, howev-

er, is the finding itself; it is a well established topic

among ciliatologists that the micronucleus is a sort

of unchangeable, diploid genetic memory in each

species. That of the O. bifaria giant is therefore

quite a rare exception to the general rule, and it

cannot but deserve to be investigated further, for

instance from a cytological point of view: could

any chromosomal alteration be detected in com-

parison with what is described for normal cells

[32]?

G The Steady State Giant (SSG)

SSG are those giants regularly undergoing a

series of cell cycles, thus reproducing regularly

through apparently regular binary fissions: their

cell cycle is about twice as long as the normal one.

The general kinetics of their growth is described by

a logistic curve, where the log period is repre-

sented by the ex novo dedifferentiation of the few

First Giants, the log period is the expression of

their intensive binary fissions, while the plateau is

reached when the available preys become rarer

and scattered through progressively wider spaces

[66].

To describe such an interesting heteromorphic

form thoroughly, the general morphology has been

studied at the cytological [66] and ultrastructural

levels [67]. The general shape of a normal O.

bifaria (the upper half of a rotation ellipsoid)

becomes more irregular in the SSG, due to the

widening of the peristomial funnel at the anterior

end of the giant (already mentioned in the para-

graph about the First Giant) and to the preferen-

tial accumulation of the food vacuoles in the

posterior two thirds of the body, which assumes

roughly the shape of half a pear. While all the

particulars are described elsewhere [67], three

major results deserve particular attention: (i) the

normal 8 frontoventral cirri become 10-12 in SSG;
(ii) the paraoral external (of the Undulating Mem-
branelles) from a double ciliary array passes to a

triple or multiple ciliary array; (iii) the AZM
strikingly increase the number of membranelles,

exactly doubling the number of cilia per single

membranelle: 3, 16, 22, 22 in normal cells, 3, 32,

44, 44 in a SSG.

These alterations well describe the change of the

trophic niche of O. bifaria''?, SSG, an organism

which in fact needs wider peristomial and stronger

"predating" organelles, being specialized in feed-

ing on large, sturdy preys. The digestive system of

a SSG, generally studied in [66], proved to be

particularly interesting, being formed by many

vacuoles, each containing either one single prey or

a large amount of bacteria, the two foods being

never mixed together within the same, single

vacuole [67]; it seems likely, that in this way,

different enzymatic batteries can be activated

around different vacuoles, thus making the two

digestive strategies more effective.

The last and perhaps the most important cyto-

logical trait of an SSG is its already mentioned

higher degree of micro- and macro-nuclear DNA
content [60, 69], a biological trait actually charac-

terizing the differentiating process.

Moreover the SSG proved to depend upon

continuous active cellular contacts ( = bumps) to

maintain its differentiated state. The bumps must

occur continuously between cortically normal

cells: Con-A used separately either on SSGor on

preys can interrupt this flux of information about

the presence of preys, thus removing the con-

tinuous trigger maintaining the gigantic state or, in

other words, initiating the process of dedifferentia-

tion. Experimentally to interrupt the normal re-

production cycle of the SSG, it is sufficient also to

isolate the giants in cell-free media: this clearly

imitates the natural conditions at the end of a

ciliate bloom in a certain volume. This shows that

the maintenance of the gigantic state is continuous-

ly controlled opportunistically by a sort of feed-

back, capable of promptly revealing the progres-

sive exhaustion of the specific pabulum (other

ciliates): as soon as this situation occurs, the

processes leading a SSGback to the normal state

of the species are triggered.

To conclude about the nature of the SSG, we

can well state that it represents a reversibly diffe-

rentiated phase, specifically acquired by the spe-
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cies, to exploit a new, predatory niche: specific

traits facilitating such a role are developed by this

primarily bacterivorous species: (a) wider peristo-

mial funnel, (b) stronger ciliary organelles, and (c)

non-oriented ( = blindly casual) prey detecting

system.

H The Dedifferentiation

In absence of a sufficient number of bumps, a

SSGundergoes 4 binary fissions which specifically

lead it back to its normal morpho-physiological

state. Body size, nuclear size and DNAcontent

have been measured during this process, and

found to decrease progressively; in particular, the

size and the DNAcontent of macronuclear appa-

ratus pass from 220 /um and 371 arbitrary units

(AU), respectively, to 200 ^m and 380 AU after

the 1st division, to 160 /xm and 257 AU after the

2nd, to 100 fjm and 177 AU after the 3rd division,

to 102 fim and 108 AU after the 4th: being -100,

the control values of macronuclear size and DNA
content, it becomes evident that, while the normal

size is acquired after 3 cell divisions, the normal

DNAcontent is established again only after the

4th division. Bacterized medium, autoclaved let-

tuce medium and SMB (Synthetic Medium for

Blepharisma, [44]) were used as dedifferentiating

conditions: it was found that dedifferentiation

occurs according to different kinetics, that in

bacterized medium being capable of inducing the

fastest dedifferentiation, the second being the

autoclaved lettuce medium, the third the SMB
[60]. Overall these results seems to indicate that

this process clearly depends upon some energetical

energy input, but more precise experiments are

required before drawing conclusions from this

story. We are at present carrying out a series of

experimental sessions to draw the ethogram of

these ex-giants, to test the general hypothesis [16]

about the meaning of the newly "normal" indi-

viduals as a sort of exploration shuttles (cf. the

Tetrahymena's swarmers), by which the species,

after such a differentiation, quickly and efficiently

spreads through the environment to find out new

possible favourable conditions, where new popula-

tions can settle and grow.

II The Protozoa and the "invention" of cell dif-

ferentiation

First of all, we must recall the mental "Coperni-

can revolution" invoked in the Introduction sec-

tion: we must keep it clearly in mind that protozoa

were the first eukaryotic living entities to colonize

the primeval ocean for hundreds of millions of

years before the pericellular organization was

reached: "All the pericellular eukaryotes evolved

from unicells, in which the fundamental traits of

development appeared" [22]. Such a statement

must guide our culture in approaching many biolo-

gical problems correctly: with regard to "cell dif-

ferentiation" we must recall that, though repre-

senting a typical aspect of the biology of metazoa

from a cultural point of view, it is actually one of

the brightest "inventions" of protozoa, which used

it to face several, dramatic survival problems. The

definition itself of development has "developed"

over recent years, passing from "the growth from

one embrional stage to the next" (typically given

for metazoa) to "the progress of an organism

through its life cycle", a general concept perfectly

fitting the case of protozoa and of Oxytricha, as

well, once we consider its life cycle as represented

in Fig. 2.

If we proceed in this attempt to establish termi-

nological parallelisms, which in turn underly sub-

stantial similarities between protozoa and meta-

zoa, we can consider now the main, three classical

steps characterizing the development of a mul-

ticellular organism: (i) cell differentiation, i.e. the

process leading from one single stem cell to many

different types; (ii) pattern formation (the process

leading the different types of different cells to

congregate in a certain, well defined organ); (iii)

morphogenesis, i.e. the mechanical process under-

lying organism shaping and tissue generation.

According to the most commonly given definition

of cell differentiation ("cells with one single

genotype give rise to definitely different pheno-

types"), there can be very little to debate, about

the fact that the production of cysts and giants by

O. bifaria actually are cell differentiations: stri-

kingly different morphological and physiological

states are generated, not through any casual abor-

tive process (as has been suggested for the doub-
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lets of O. bifaria, [2]), but rather through geneti-

cally encoded clearcut cytoplasmic reorganiza-

tion^) and specific protein synthesis.

This parallel holds further, if we consider that in

the cell differentiation of the metazoan develop-

mental processes two basic strategies have been

described [28]: (a) long-range interactions medi-

ated by soluble inductors (messages) such as those

involved in the metamorphosis of Amphibians [37]

and Insects [23, 26]; (b) short-range interactions

(cell-cell contacts), as those described by Jacobson

[32] and Muthukkaruppan [45], for mouse lens

development, Grobstein [27] for mouse

metanephros development, Slavkin & Bringas [74]

for odontogenesis, Cutler & Chaudhry [10] for rat

submandibular gland development, Lehtonen et

al. [38] for kidney tubules formation. Quite similar

is the case of cell interactions described for proto-

zoa, whose differentiative biology is controlled by

soluble factors (Blepharisma\ preconjugation,
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Fig. 4. The parallelisms and the differences occurring between cell differentiation in Protozoa and Metazoa
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Miyake [44], Volvox carteri's, Kochert [36] and

Dictyostelium discoideum's development, O'Day

& Lewis [49]) or by direct cell-cell contacts

(Chlamydomonas, Goodenough [24], Parame-

cium's, Hiwatashi [31]).

Among the other models, O. bif aria's precon-

jugative story is particularly interesting, inasmuch

as the potential partners rely on a peculiar two step

interaction process [52]: O. bifaria indeed releases

the mating type specific soluble factors (gamones)

to mediate the first-step cellular interactions be-

tween potential partners occurring from a distance

[15], while it uses a cell-bound-gamone strategy to

guide the partners along the last, critical steps of

the interactions leading to membrane fusion,

meiosis, pronuclear exchanges etc. [61]: the spe-

cies, in other words, is capable of using both these

different strategies! Why does it use only cell

contacts to trigger and to control the differentia-

tion of giants? The opportunistic, highly conve-

nient species-non-specificity of preys discussed

above seems to us the evolutionary clue, possibly

accounting for such an interactive strategy.

Coming back to the basic problem (can we speak

of cell differentiation in the protozoan world?), the

classic examples of Acetabularia [29, 35, 84] and of

Naegleria [18] should cancel any doubt. On the

other hand most of the efforts spent to convince

zoologists working in the field of development that

our attempt to make a terminological extrapola-

tion actually represented quite a convenient (and

perfectly correct) cultural jump, often came up

against two major obstacles.

The first one was that the developmentalists

have always said that "Cell differentiation is an

irreversible phenomenon among metazoa": in our

opinion on the contrary the primigenial cell dif-

ferentiation on the contrary was a reversible phe-

nomenon (like that found in protozoa), while

irreversibility was added only later when mul-

ticellularity was reached. There would be no

advantage for a protozoon in being capable of

skipping environmental stresses by encysting, if it

could not resume normal morphology and physiol-

ogy on the return of favourable conditions. It is

obviously true, moreover, that a concept like

"irreversibility of the cell differentiation" could

not be imagined except for a metazoon, which is a

multicellular organism capable of spending even

millions of cells for just one function (electrical

conducibility, contractility, distribution, etc.), not

needing at all any dedifferentiation! This point of

view seems well supported by the finding that

whenever such a cellular "expendibility" is

obtained by protozoa too, the same irreversibility

is also realized: the case of Volvox seems para-

digmatic!

The second objection to our efforts to establish

strong parallelisms between protozoan and meta-

zoan cell differentiation was somehow less critical,

on the one hand, and yet more complicated to

answer, on the other: the trigger and the control

system of cell differentiation is "internal" in Meta-

zoa, but "external" in Protozoa! If we consider the

scheme in Fig. 4, the meaning of this observation is

perfectly evident: in the case of protozoa, the

environment modulates the behaviour of an organ-

ism to induce the proper adaptive answers to the

environmental changes under normal conditions,

while it stimulates cell differentiation under ex-

treme conditions, as a sort of deep morpho-

physiological adjustment of the entire body to the

environmental challenges. In the case of metazoa,

on the contrary, the same environment, although

acting clearly on the organism at the level of its

adaptive behaviour, does not exert any direct

effect on the cell differentiation itself, which relies

upon specific messages released by another very

peculiar and buffered "environment", namely the

whole body, which ends up by playing the role of a

sort of fairly complex interface between the cells

and the external environment.

Before concluding this part of the discussion, we

should like to recall also "pattern formation" and

"morphogenesis", the other two stages of develop-

ment after cell differentiation: if one considers the

complex life cycle of V. carteri [36] and the soph-

isticated one of D. discoideum [49], it seems to us

that also as far as these two stages of development

are concerned, protozoa show quite complex be-

haviour and unexpected capabilities. Therefore it

seems to us perfectly appropriate and justified to

use the biological concepts (not only the termino-

logy) of cell differentiation etc. also when speaking

of protozoa.
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III The Protozoa and the "invention" of the "con-

sumers": new ways of exploiting environmental

resources.

There can be no doubt that modern protozoa

represent the descendants of the first eukaryotes:

they appeared in a primeval ocean completely

colonized by prokaryotes, which represented a

potentially limitless pabulum, for any organism

capable of feeding on them [25]. This concept

introduces to us the idea that the first protozoa

found themselves literally "embedded" in a "full-

food" substrate: the primary consumers, seen as

new exploiters of the environmental resources,

appeared therefore quite early in the evolutionary

hystory of protozoa, which, due to both their

"superior", eukaryotic design and the endless food

source (prokaryotes), underwent a tremendous

adaptive radiation, concerning them so deeply and

dramatically, that the widest morpho-physiological

variations on the theme "eukaryotic cell" were

realized. Of all the new adaptive solutions one in

particular is to be considered in the context of our

present paper, namely the conquest of the trophic

niche of the secondary consumer, as a consequ-

ence of that evergrowing, as yet ungrazed pabulum

represented by the protozoa themselves. This

second step made by the primitive eukaryotic

unicells in the recent world of the consumers

represented quite an important achievement, be-

cause it completed the first food chain ever: deep

and extensive studies of the classic examples of

protozoan predation [1, 13, 43, 77] might guide us

to a more correct comprehension of the phe-

nomenon "carnivorism" in its general lines, in its

essential, basic traits. The study of Litonotus

lamella which predates specifically Euplotes cras-

sus [68] led us to show that, although very simple

and primitive, this organism had already realized

an almost perfect carnivore: Litonotus, indeed, has

specific systems to recognize and locate its prey

(Ricci & Verni, in prep.), to kill it [73], to ingest

and to digest it [74]; with respect to the more

renowned wolves or lions, Litonotus lacks only the

social dimension of the hunting pack.

In our opinion, the correct approach to the

phenomenon of the reversible cannibalism-

giantism-carnivourism (CGC) in protozoa is to con-

sider it as a very peculiar phenomenon, somehow
representing an intermediate trophic niche, for the

ciliate capable of behaving as herbivour or as

carnivour organism. A hypothesis might even be

put forward, concerning the possibility that the

phenomenon CGCcould represent, and somehow

tetstify, that intermediate stage of evolution, when

ciliates were neither fully primary consumers nor

fully secondary consumers: could the advantage of

being an active predator in the proper conditions

lead a bacterivorous species to acquire the reversi-

ble capability of becoming carnivorous, before

becoming a fully irreversible carnivorous species?

We tried to reconsider as many bibliographic

items as possible dealing with the CGCstudy:

although a large number of reports is available in

the field, it must be stressed, however, that they

are only relatively useful in drawing a complex

picture of this problem for several reasons: (a) the

total number of the ciliate species studied for their

CGCis very small, no more than fifteen out of

thousands, characterized by extreme diversity and

heterogeneity; (b) they belong to widely different

systematic groups, so that any possible similarity

among them might actually be due to different

phylogenetic evolution and /or to different adap-

tive strategies, thus making it impossible to unify

interpretations, in terms of homologies/analogies,

possibly accounting for the observed CGCprocess;

(c) the reports range in time from 1853 [30] to 1993

[37]: this extremely wide span makes most of the

papers only partially comparable, due to the diffe-

rent minds, cultures, attitudes the researchers had

not only toward the problem, but also toward the

way of reporting the data: simple, direct, descrip-

tive, naturalistic the earlier (roughly up to the

sixties), eminently technical, elaborate and mainly

focussed on cell biology aspects, the most recent.

Bearing all these considerations in mind, howev-

er, we tried to put the things together, in an

attempt to identify, where possible, common fea-

tures and elements, indicating to us, at least tenta-

tively, the basic fundaments of the adaptive logic

of CGC phenomenon, in order to be able to

propose a unifying working hypothesis to guide

future research in this field toward more ordered,

more comparable and more interpretable results.

The papers we studied deal with Frontonia [81],
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Tetrahymena [4-6, 14, 42, 73, 83], Blepharisma

[20, 48, 50, 77], Platyophryides [51], Lembadion

[37], Stentor [19, 39, 76], Gastrostyla [85], Ocyf-

n'c/ifl hymenostoma [11], Stylonychia [21],

Onychodromus [86], 0. fo/an'a [59, 60, 65, 66, 67,

69]. The results just described led us to put

together a sort of patchwork (Fig. 5) describing the

main characters (horizontal lines) known for the

different species (vertical columns). The first

consideration is that a very large number (58) of

the 154 possibilities are black ( = "unknown"), and

that 7 more refer to information not reported

directly by the Authors, but just found as small,

secondary observations. In other words —40%of

the possible, basic information is not yet available

even for the few species considered! In spite of all

the handicaps so far mentioned, however, a sort of

CommonDenomenator, formed by several basic

elements, seems to emerge from the scheme of

Fig. 5.

A The induction conditions {internal and ex-

ternal)

Independently from the different single, species-

specific solutions, this general character well indi-

cates a basic adaptive value of the CGCphe-

nomena in ciliates: a physiological, internal, very

likely epigenetic {sensu Nanney, [46]) predisposi-

tion is controlled and determined by environmen-

tal modulations (proper, weak preys-starvation-

high cell densities).

B The number of the ex-novo produced heter-

omorphic CGCorganisms

With the only exception of Tetrahymena (which

evolved the quite singular stomatin-induction of

giants) the other species seem to share the same

adaptive strategy: very few heteromorphic organ-

isms differentiated ex-novo undergo intense cell

binary fissions, for producing massively CGC.
This finding seems to represent one of the clearest

traits shared by most of the species studied. Why,

on the contrary, should they prefere this solution

(few changed FG reproduce many heteromorphic

SSG instead of the Tetrahymena 's strategy (many

changed SSG) is quite a complex question, far

from being resolved, on the basis of the data so far

available.

C The body size

Only Frontonia and Stentor do not enlarge the

body to fulfill the new adaptive tasks, while the

other 9 genera produce overdimensional indi-

viduals. The sub-characters, namely wider peristo-

mial structure, richer ciliary organelles and larger

nuclei seem to follow unfailingly (automatically)

the shift in body size, as possibly confirmed also by

the case of Frontonia, where normal sized organ-

isms have also normal peristome, ciliature and

nuclei. The adaptive meaning of this deep, mor-

phological reshaping seems to be quite clear, once

the CGCnature of the heteromorphic phase is

considered. It can be easily observed that (a)

normal size cannibals {Frontonia), (b) gigantic

cannibals {Blepharisma, Lembadion, Onychodro-

mus) and (c) gigantic carnivores {Tetrahymena,

Oxytricha bifaria) are described, while (d) no small

carnivore has been found so far. If this element

should be confirmed by future research, it might

represent an important clue to the penetration of

the intimate nature of a predator, which it is to be

expected should be considerably larger and stron-

ger than its preys, to work as an efficient carnivore.

The case of Frontonia, in this context, seems to us

the clearest example of a purely cannibalistic spe-

cies, according to three major characters: (i) short

lasting tendency to produce cannibals; (ii) small

size cannibals; (iii) three preys per cannibal, at

maximum.

A final remark must be made with regard to the

change in the body shape, when a giant is pro-

duced: while all the ciliates seem just to "inflate"

their body, regulating them isometrically ( = "the

giant is just a larger-normal individual), Hypot-

richs, on the contrary, seem to have a highly

conservative, untouchable portion of their body

(namely their ventral surface, with all the locomo-

tory organelles) and an extremely plastic, dorsal

one, which, on the contrary, can undergo exten-

sive variations (cf. the O. bifaria 's case, as the

most paradigmatic in this sense.

D The adaptive meaning

As to the adaptive strategy actually applied by a

CGCproducing species we must be extremely

cautious: many authors, indeed, speak of cannibals
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merely because they only experienced that situa-

tion in their experiments, without trying to check

whether those forms could also be capable of

predating non conspecific preys (carnivorous vs

cannibal behaviour). According to our data, only

the case of Lembadion's giant was specifically

tested in this sense and found to be a true,

cannibalistic form. In general, the two strategies

are followed by the different species, roughly in a

1 : 1 ratio: their basically different meanings have

been already discussed in section I and II. To

conclude this paragraph which deals with the possi-

ble adaptive meaning of these heteromorphic

stages in the biology of ciliates, a special word

must be said about the Tetrahymena example: T.

vorax specifically undergoes cell differentiation

whenever it perceives the substances released by

T. pyriformis. In our opinion, this seems to

indicate that the species has chosen an extremely

specialized form of carnivourism, feeding on only

one species. This, in turn, cannot but remind to us

the case of all those species of ciliates specifically

predating only one prey (cf. the cases above men-

tioned). The finding that also among the tempora-

rily, reversibly differentiated predators, a similar

strategy has been chosen not only extends the

number of those cases, but seems to us moreover

to strengthen Fenchel's [16] hypothesis about the

significant general advantages of such feeding be-

haviour, which enables many different species of

predators to survive also in one single habitat,

without such a wide species diversification.

E The return to the normal state

The way by which the different species return to

their normal morphology and physiology once the

proper CGCconditions are over, namely the series

of regulating fissions, represents another apparent-

ly univocal solution found by quite different spe-

cies to solve the same problem. The explanation of

the reasons why this solution actually represents

such a convenient dedifferentiation path for the

species studied could represent a strong contribu-

tion to a deeper understanding of the cell dif-

ferentiation in general.

On the basis of the data already published and of

the considerations so far made, we would like to

recall how difficult and delicate the correct study of

these phenomena can be even for the most brilliant

scientists [9, 87]: therefore it seems to us an

absolute necessity, if we extend our knowledge of

this theme, to carry on widespread new research,

not only to complete what reported in Fig. 5, but

also to extend it by adding new species and new

elements: only after such a basic investigation

phase, will any seriously indicative conclusion be-

come possible.

CONCLUSIVEREMARKS

The data and the arguments above reported

demonstrate that, as stated in the first part of this

paper, protozoa actually help us in penetrating not

only their biology and life philosophy, but also at

least some of the most hidden aspects of the

general adaptive strategies of Life: their peculiar,

unique, double-sided nature, indeed, enables us to

put together different fields of Biology, interpre-

tating the same phenomenon according to the

ideas and concepts typical of diverse areas. As a

simple example, we cite Fig. 6, where the succes-

sive steps of the process
u

O. bifaria giant forma-

tion" are read as successive phases of a "cell

differentiation" and as serial states of an "adaptive

strategy", as well.

In other words, Protozoa lend themselves as

precious material in biological investigation, repre-

senting a solid, polyhedric bridge between cell

biology and whole organism adaptive biology: in

protozoology, in fact, two quite different and basic

aspects of biology (cell vs organism) become

directly the two faces of the same coin and. in

these conditions, both contribute to define the

nature of the coin itself.

In our opinion, this is the most important thesis

of the present review.
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